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with pay?” (And to how many “periodic” holidays does the doctor have
a right?)
As entitlements have multiplied and, increasingly, clashed with each
other, traditional rights theory has been robbed of its very meaning. The
traditional liberal notion of rights was precisely that rights cannot clash.
The point of rights is to guide each person as to which actions are
permissible in order to avoid conflicts among individuals or groups and
to allow each person his freedom,
Rights theory took the wrong tum when it made “right” a mere synonym
for interest or benefit: whenever something is in my interest (say, receiving
free medical care or paid holidays), then I can claim a “right” to it.
But as interests can conflict, rights-as-synonyms-for-interests can conflict
as well.
The intellectual errors and problems of such misguided rights theory
are brilliantly analyzed by University of Manchester philosopher Hillel
Steiner in his hook An Essay on Rights, the result ofyears of hard thinking
about the topic. Steiner has gained a reputation in the field of moral and
political philosophy by his insistence on “compossibility” as a criterion
of rights. A set of “compossible,” or mutually consistent, rights means
that the actions they legitimate must be jointly performable. Steiner
indicts almost all of contemporary rights theory—the kind that has generated the rights explosion—as fundamentally mistaken: “Anyjustice principle that delivers a set of rights yielding contradictory judgements about
the permissibility of a particular action either is unrealizable or (what
comes to the same thing) must be modified to be realizable.”
Property rights satisfy the compossibility criterion, because when they
are well defined they precisely inform people about what they may do
with reference to particular material objects. On the other hand, vague,
floating rights such as a “right to privacy” (as distinguished from a right
to private property, which is how we normally ensure our privacy) come
into conflict with equally vague rights such as the “right to know” or the
“right to free expression.” Your right to know about me or to speak about
me might conflict with my right to privacy, and if that is true, how are
we to know what we should do or what we are morally entitled to do?
Property rights, on the other hand, allow us to pursue our interest in
privacy or our interests in knowing without inherent legal conflicts requiring an all-wise and all-benevolent legislator to sort them out.
For these (and other) reasons Steiner considers rights and property to
be coextensive. “A set of categorically compossible domains, constituted
by a set of property rights, is one in which each person’s rights are
demarcated in such a way as to be mutually exclusive of every other
person’s rights.” First and foremost among these rights, and the source
of the traditional rights of association, speech, worship, and the like, is
the right of “self ownership,” the right that John Locke put at the foundation of his theory of property and justice. The rights of self-owners are
necessarily compossible, for each person is responsible for one body, his
own. (Steiner also discusses the cases of parent/child and guardian/ward
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relationships as special applications of the general principle.) The result
of Steiner’s work is a brilliant reworking and defense of “classical laisser
faire liberalism of the natural rights-based kind.”
Steiner’s arguments are complex and rigorous, taking up technical
issues at the very cutting edge of moral and political theory. Steiner
manages to make them accessible by means of a very ancient technique
pioneered by Plato: the dialogue. Various positions are compared by
means of characters who articulate and defend them, revealing the
strengths and weaknesses of each. Although not the best dramatic
exchanges I have ever read, the dialogues in An Essay on Rights serve
Steiner’s purpose ofmaking often quite complicated arguments clear and
easy to grasp.
Even when I could not endorse Steiner’s conclusion, his arguments
forced me to rethink my reasons carefully. Steiner is a master of logical
argument and if you like exercising your mind, you will thoroughly enjoy
the experience. There is one issue, however, on which I believe he has
made a crucial error, and as it is clearly of great importance to Steiner,
I should mention it. In an “Epilogue” on “Just Redistrihutions,” Steiner
endorses what used to be known as the “single tax” idea of Henry George.
Ceorgists allege that one cannot legitimately own naturally occurring
resources, but can only have rights to the value one adds through one’s
work, Therefore, those who use such resources must pay a tax (it is
rarely indicated to whom) reflecting its value. Setting aside the perhaps
insuperable difficulties of actually implementing such a scheme, especially
on a global basis, the key philosophical error lies in assuming what the
classical writers on property called a “positive community” of unappropriated resources. That was the notion that members of a group have
claims to an equal share, as in a partnership from which others can be
excluded, as distinct from a “negative community,” in which all human
beings have an equal right to appropriate unappropriated resources.
The seemingly slight difference between the “right to an equal share”
and the “equal right to appropriate a share” has enormous consequences,
as Steiner’s conclusions show. I found myself quite unconvinced of the
arguments offered on behalf of the first formulation. But this in no way
detracts from the rigor, the unremitting brilliance, and above all the
timely relevance of An Essay on Rights. It deserves not only to be on
the shelf of every political thinker, alongside John Rawls’s A Theory of
Justice and Robert Nozick’s Anarchy, State and Utopia, but it also
deserves the attention of anyone seeking to repair the damage done by
the rights explosion.
Tom C. Palmer
Cato Institute
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